
 

OAKLANDS SURGERY FRIENDS AND FAMILY TEST RESULTS DECEMBER 2019 
 

 
How likely are you to recommend our GP practice to friends and family if they needed similar care or treatment? 

Comments 

 "Lovely staff" "All the staff helpful and pleasant" "I'm happy with the service" "Rang surgery in morning got an appointment in the afternoon"  "Needed an urgent appt 
rang up early and got one simples" "Smooth running of everything"   "Dr Sheela listened carefully, we discussed the situation & am having tests to see what's happening 
which is exactly what I wanted." "Can never get an appointment" "Personally have not had any problems with the Surgery although appointments are hard to get at times."

 "felt like the doctor I saw had no interest in what I had to say" "Very friendly and helpful staff"  "Staff are extremely helpful polite and pleasant to talk to at all times ." 
 "Polite & helpful" "Always polite receptionist and for me wonderful helpful doctor's new and old . Never had any problems at all. Thank you to nurse's doctors and 
all helpers at the surgery" "Tracy and the rest of the team are always helpful." "was seen on time. I didn't feel rushed and I got the help I needed." "Doctor Godwin 

has been seeing me regularly for the past 3-4 months, very understanding, very friendly and has sorted my problems out so far. Have managed to get appointments when I’ve 
needed them."  "Very satisfied"  "Very pleasant nurse and extremely professional"  "Maureen the receptionist was extremely helpful" "Helpful and understanding" "I didn't 

get to see the doctor because how long I had to wait my appointment was at 12.10 and I still hadn't been seen 30 minutes later ………. “ "Prompt & pleasant attention - this time a 
nurse - good advice & dressings after carpal tunnel op."   "Julie at the surgery is amazing"  "Fantastic nurses, always caring, supportive and lovely ladies" "Efficient and friendly."
 "Got the emergency appointment I needed. Very helpful receptionist." "Always very helpful, and always helps to get you an appointment" "Service I received was 

excellent"   "Convenient and able to book online. Doctors all do their best to help understand my problems." "Nurse very good" "Cannot get appointment when needed"  
"The receptionist was lovely and polite and I was seen very quickly even though it was busy. The nurse was also very polite and assuring of my new pill." "Dr Yemisi is very kind 

and considerate and she helped me in my time of need."  "Dr.Adegbite very understanding as to my problem ." "Friendly receptionist lovely doctor put me at ease,only down side 
is waiting time for appointment about 3 weeks!"  "Appointments on line, normally 1week wait, friendly reception staff, repeat prescriptions in line, normally get to see GP on time. 

Good number of GPs and HCA" "Doctor Godwin Adegbite was friendly, listened, explained and arranged immediate treatment, while further investigation. Thank you." " Julie 
Borton is very good and very understanding." "Dr Yemisi is very kind and considerate and she helped me in my time of need." "Very difficult to get an appointment" "Nurse 

always lovely,caring and empathetic"  "I have never had a bad experience with staff over forty years"  "Really nice friendly doctor good advice and medical treatment" "Dr 
Adegbite is the best doctor I have seen there" "The GP that I saw was very helpful and understanding of my problems and offered invaluable advice."  
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